Introduction
In this work, Aguilar poses nude in "natural" settings, sometimes accompanied by other women, though more often alone, aligning her body with features of the landscape. Her outdoor photographs are often read by critics as gestures of defiance, flaunting, in a natural setting, the kind of body -fat, brown, queer -that is treated, in dominant culture, as at once a secret and a spectacle. In Grounded #114, from the artist's first color series, Aguilar seems to mold her body into an echo of the boulder behind her -the pose concealing sex and gender, obscuring race, and making even her status as human difficult, at first, to discern. As in other feminist self-portraits, the female body refuses either to open itself to appropriation by the viewer or to position itself as the object of the male gaze. 4 Ironically, though, Aguilar performs this refusal not by intensifying her apparent status as subject (through, say, a defiant facial expression or virtuosic posturing) but by turning away from the demand for recognition within the circle of humanity. 5 By mimicking a boulder, Aguilar enters the very nonhuman fold where some would place her, effectively displacing the centrality of the human itself.
We take up Aguilar's boulderish turn away from the demand for full humanity as a way to explore the overlap between queer studies and the rising critical interest, across the humanities and social sciences, in nonhuman objects. This turn toward the nonhuman insists, at minimum, that we view the boulder in the photograph not as "mere" backdrop or landscape but as equally important, equally in need of inquiry. In light of the social "invisibility" of Aguilar's (human) subjects, this insistence might seem an outrage: why look away from the already overlooked or advantage the inanimate over the dehumanized? Yet Grounded #114's self-portrait beckons us to follow this turn, to take seriously the possibilities of subjecting oneself to stone. There is something compelling about the symmetry of the two figures in this portrait, something that asks us to consider the suggestively queer connections between flesh and stone, between human and nonhuman. One might frame Aguilar's boulder mimicry as protective camouflage, or a form of reverence, or even an in/organic identification; the same minerals occur in both bodies, after all. Yet when discussing this image, neither of us, from the perspectives of our own scholarship, could ignore the possibility that it stages a kind of mating dance. 6 The connections and contrast between the two bodies -one flesh, one rock -come off as undeniably sexy; the pinkish-brown of Aguilar's skin against the brownish-beige of the rock, the roughness of its surface against the smoothness of hers, caress the eye, catalyzing a tactile erotics. The folds of her flesh counterpoint the dents in the stone, both marking textured, touchable bodies. Her skin brings out a softness in the stone; the boulder lends her body an air of durability.
Victoria Martin characterizes an earlier series of Aguilar's landscape nudes as possessing "much sensuality" but "no overt sexuality." 7 This seems true of Grounded #114 as well, but only, perhaps, because we tend to think of sexuality in terms of human or animal genital relations. If we think, more broadly, of the constitutive pleasure and potentiality of forms of corporeal communing, then we might well consider this image a sexual one, following, not without irony, on the queer theoretical insistence that we denaturalize the kind of "sex" that lies at the center of deployments of sexuality. 8 To say, as Amelia Jones contends of Aguilar's landscape photography, that the "boundaries between human and nonhuman melt away," that there is no clear division between the natural world and the human body, is also to say that there is no natural law to oppose to human deviance, since nature cannot be posited as other than and prior to humans. 9 And lifting that prohibition, in turn, multiplies not only the possibilities for intrahuman connection but also our ability to imagine other kinds of trans/material attachments. Thus humans, as Jeffrey J. Cohen proposes, might indeed be understood as desiring stone, because of its semblance to us and because of its radical difference. Stone, queerly, ignites longing for "a world more capacious than the small one we too often think we inhabit." 10 And yet stone's time, as Cohen also points out, is not our own. This is invoked in the contrast between the two figures in Grounded #114. As we suggested earlier, to view Aguilar as posing like the boulder is to understand her body's position as both willed and temporary -and that of the boulder as unwilled and permanent. But the boulder's shape, whether or not we call it willed, is likewise temporary -though the duration of that "posture" may be millions of years. In the gap between the presumed mutability of a fleshly body and the stillness of stone, we may also glimpse the vulnerability, the ephemerality of that body compared with the stability and durability of the boulder. In the American Southwest, the photograph's location, its invocation of temporal contrast, has political as well as geological and ontological valence; this desert terrain belongs to a region overlaid with histories of occupation, of settlement, displacement, colonization, and genocide, as well as of attachment, identification, aspiration, and political and cultural reimagination. 11 These histories are not invoked directly in Grounded #114, though they hover just beyond the frame. Aguilar's inhuman intimacy with an occupied landscape might be read as recalling the presence of these pasts, the objectification of indigenous populations. Conversely, her determined alignment with this space could signal a mode of decolonization, a pictorial manifestation of Cherríe Moraga's Queer Aztlán. 12 The connection between the terrain of the nonhuman and these human his-tories and possibilities shows that giving attention to the boulder's potential agency within the image need not negate or marginalize concerns relating to Aguilar's identity. Critical attention to the active force of the nonhuman has emerged within scholarship usually understood as concerned with "identity" or "social location." Like Moraga, Gloria Anzaldúa envisions a mode of resistance, mestiza consciousness, that links marginalized subjects to the land, not just symbolically but materially. This intimate and physical connection to the nonhuman, in the form of the exteriorized land and the interiorized "Shadow-Beast," results in what Carlos Gallego terms the "onto-epistemology" of Anzaldúa's New Mestiza. 13 Importantly, mestiza consciousness is born both of an awareness of dehumanization -"the queer," Anzaldúa observes, "are the mirror reflecting the heterosexual tribe's fear: being different, being other and therefore lesser, therefore sub-human, inhuman, non-human" -and of a deliberate transgression of the boundaries of the human. 14 To follow Aguilar's turn toward the boulder, then, is not to turn away from questions of objectification or dehumanization; it is, rather, to consider how these questions already anticipate the contemporary "nonhuman turn" -to examine, contra Jones, not how the "boundaries between human and nonhuman melt away" but how those categories rub on, and against, each other, generating friction and leakage. And it is also to ask about other forms, other worlds, other ways of being that might emerge from the transmaterial affections suggested in the photograph. When the "sub-human, in-human, non-human" queer actively connects with the other-than-human, what might that connection spawn?
The query that launched our work on this special issue, "Queer Inhumanisms," was a simple one: has the queer ever been human? At a moment when scholars are grappling with the question of whether humanity has a future, we were drawn toward the question of its queer pasts. Many of queer theory's foundational texts interrogate, implicitly or explicitly, the nature of the "human" in its relation to the queer, both in their attention to how sexual norms themselves constitute and regulate hierarchies of humanness, and as they work to unsettle those norms and the default forms of humanness they uphold. Anzaldúa viewed dehumanization as an opportunity to reconstruct what it means to be human. 19 In these formulations and others, the figure of the queer/trans body does not merely unsettle the human as norm; it generates other possibilities -multiple, cyborgian, spectral, transcorporeal, transmaterial -for living. 20 More recent queer scholarship amplifies these efforts to chart the damage done by the human as norm and to alter or replace it as form. In Aberrations in Black (2004), for instance, Roderick Ferguson extends the interrogation of the "human" as a technology of racialization (a question taken up by Frantz Fanon, Hortense Spillers, Sylvia Wynter, and others) to show how black subjects' citizenship, morality, and even humanity is made dependent on their submission to sexual regulation. 21 Analyses of queer temporality examines the part that various time schemes played in the production of the human and its subhuman and inhuman others. Lee Edelman, in No Future, outlines sexuality, the site of the meaningless, mechanistic, and inhuman drive, as implacably opposed to the optimistic futural narratives developed on behalf of the sentimentalized Child. 22 Edelman's call to "insist on enlarging the inhuman" instead of demanding recognition as humans is taken up in a different critical register by Elizabeth Grosz. For Grosz, the inhuman is not posited in opposition to the human but issues from the proliferation of difference: the "inhuman work of difference [is] the ways in which difference stretches, transforms, and opens up any identity to its provisional vicissitudes, its shimmering self-variations that enable it to become other than what it is." 23 Departing from the inhuman, Jasbir Puar, in Terrorist Assemblages, considers the construction of the unhuman as a tactic of control society. Extending the unlegal, rather than illegal, status of the detainee, Puar speculates on the withdrawal, rather than regulation, of identity categories and other markers of legibility from these bodies, rendering them unintelligible as humans. 24 The unhuman takes its place as one exemplar of the biopolitical shift from disciplinary to control society, as power works increasingly through the permeation of material bodies, instead of through discrete, identity-marked subjects legible against a standard of humanity.
The increasing urgency of ecological and climatological damage has also pushed many queer critics to move past what Stacy Alaimo describes as a longstanding reluctance to appeal to "nature," partly because both "nature and 'the natural' have long been waged against homosexuals, as well as women, people of color, and indigenous peoples." 25 As Catriona Mortimer-Sandilands and Bruce Erickson contend in their introduction to the collection Queer Ecologies, queer environmental thought might begin precisely from the conjunction of an idealized "nature" as a tool to discipline sexual and gender dissidents, and the debasement and exploitation of material nature. 26 Queer ecocriticism also takes up an understanding of ecology as naming not the idea of the "natural world" as something set apart from humans but a complex system of interdependency. Hence, as Tavia Nyong'o argues, ecology offers an apt framing for "the environment of countercultural communal life, musicking, and polymorphous sexuality," such as that developed in Samuel R. Delany's 1979 memoir Heavenly Breakfast. 27 Delany's speculative fiction, along with that of Octavia Butler, Larissa Lai, Joanna Russ, and many others, has long served as a rich source of queer posthumanist provocation, a site for imagining other, possibly queerer, worlds. As Nyong'o demonstrates, though, a queerly materialist reframing of ecotheory can also enable us to discover those worlds within our own.
The question of whether the queer, for queer theory, has ever been human must, then, be answered, not equivocally but deliberately, yes and no. Yes, because this sustained interrogation of the unjust dehumanization of queers insistently, if implicitly, posits the human as standard form, and also because many queer theorists have undeniably privileged the human body and human sexuality as the locus of their analysis. But no because queer theory has long been suspicious of the politics of rehabilitation and inclusion to which liberal-humanist values lead, and because "full humanity" has never been the only horizon for queer becoming. We might see the "yes/no" humanity of the queer less as an ambivalence about the human as status than as a queer transversal of the category. The queer, we could say, runs across or athwart the human. As Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick reminds us, "The word 'queer' itself means across -it comes from the Indo-European root -twerkw, which also yields the German quer (transverse), Latin torquere (to twist), English athwart." 28 To say that queer transverses the human is to understand their relation as contingent rather than stable: it needs to be read up from particular situations, not proclaimed from above.
Our hope, in this special issue, is to set the two terms of our title -"Queer Inhumanisms" -both alongside and athwart one another. "Queer Inhumanisms," that is, does not declare an identity so much as it stages an encounter, one that seeks to discover what each of its terms might do to the other. The encounter with the inhuman expands the term queer past its conventional resonance as a container for human sexual nonnormativities, forcing us to ask, once again, what "sex" and "gender" might look like apart from the anthropocentric forms with which we have become perhaps too familiar. At the same time, the deliberate twist given the reclaimed epithet "queer" in late twentieth-century queer activism and analysisthe way it gestures, at once, toward a history of abuse and marginalization and an aspirational expansiveness -prompts us to recall two inflections of "inhuman," the dynamic sense that Grosz employs and the one that invokes indifference and brutality. The scholarship presented in this issue travels between these two inflections, keeping in mind both the promise and the costs of the call to move "beyond" the human.
This special issue emerges at a moment that is witnessing a broadbased shift across the humanities and social sciences affecting both objects and methods -a shift that is coming to be known as "the nonhuman turn." 29 The phrase points to an increasing tendency to question our automatic recourse to the human as both the center of our analysis and the ground of any epistemology. Areas of thought usually associated with the nonhuman turn include affect studies, assemblage theory, speculative realism and object-oriented ontology, actor-network theory, techno-posthumanism, animal studies, environmental studies and ecocriticism, and the new materialisms. 30 These widely disparate domains all share a conviction that the "human" (at least as traditionally conceived) has unjustly dominated and unduly limited the horizon of critical thought, even in the work of structuralist and post-structuralist thinkers who sought to de-emphasize the centrality of human agency and intentionality. For despite their identification as antihumanist, both structuralism and post-structuralism (often designated as the "linguistic" and "cultural" turns, respectively remained, in the view of many thinkers associated with the nonhuman turn, irredeemably anthropocentric insofar as they privi-leged (human) epistemology over ontology, language over matter, "representation" over "realism."
"The human," in this body of work, is usually associated with the Enlightenment subject, C. B. MacPherson's possessive individual, and/or "Man" as glossed in Michel Foucault's The Order of Things: he is rational, bounded, integral, sovereign, and self-aware. This is the figure to whom rights and citizenship are granted; this is the default figure that grounds and personifies norms of behavior, ability, and health; this is the figure around which we ordinarily construct notions of political and social agency. 31 Posthumanism and other anthro-decentric modes of thought extend the critique of this figure outlined by twentieth-century antihumanisms. 32 Alongside this normative and masculinized sense of the "human," through, we want to point to two other inflections of the term. The first is an affective one: the often-feminized subject of sympathy, defined by the capacity for emotional attachment to others. To be "human," in this sense, is to feel for others, to love and to grieve and to respond to the suffering of others. This mode of humanness, aligned with the ideal of humaneness, grounds most liberal and sentimental appeals to justice as a way to remediate damage. 33 This figure of the human is less bounded than the first; indeed, its function has often been to make tolerable the damage inflicted by possessive individualism. Yet while a certain openness is demanded of "humanity" in this guise, it must still be effectively self-regulated, limited in scope and function -and hence, although it is frequently rendered as feminine, it remains as normatively white as the figure of Man. 34 In addition to this implicitly hetero-gendered pair, the cognitive-rational and the sympathetic-emotional figures of the human, we note a third sense, one increasingly invoked in the context of climate change: that of the human as species. Undergirded by evolutionary thought, the human as species is both aligned with and hierarchically differentiated from other forms of life. Insofar as it appeals to biology and to processes of growth, habituation, and reproduction, the sense of the human as species seems to manifest a more material connection between humans than those established through emotional interdependence or cognitive similarity. For this reason, it offers both the idea of an immutable, natural reality outside human control, cited, for example, in claims about competitiveness and violence as founded in "human nature" or the prohibition of homosexuality as "unnatural," and an evocation of unfolding, of progressing, which has been taken up in numerous ways, from Karl Marx's appeal to the "life of the species" as precisely what is thwarted by capitalism to the visions of superiority (often based on white racial purity) devised by eugenicists. The human as species, then, is both materially "here" (and hence vulnerable to "degeneration" or extinction) and speculative, not yet "here." This temporal duality obtains for the other forms of the human as well: they refer at once to a putative "fact" of (human) nature, the way things are, and an ideal, a standard to aspire to, the way things should be. It is this latter aspect of the "human" that has enabled it to become a resource for critique. As Zakiyyah Iman Jackson points out, for instance, the work of decolonial critics such as Fanon, Wynter, and Aimé Césaire attends rigorously to the gap between the figure of Western Man and the humanist ideal -a gap in which outrages like colonialism and slavery loom large. 35 Each of these inflections of "human" has been taken up, in recent anthrodecentric scholarship, in ways that elaborate not simply a critique of old forms but an awareness of new frames. Analyses of neoliberalism show how fantasies of possessive individualism and sovereign agency have worn thin in a new labor economy; theories of affect call attention to the impersonal nature of affect, as opposed to the putatively personal implications of "emotion"; and critical discussions of the commercialization of "life itself" illuminate the breaking down of beliefs in species individuality. 36 In this light, the nonhuman turn marks, for many critics, not a venture "beyond" the human but a new mode of critical realism, a recognition that the nature of "reality" itself is changing as power moves away from the individual. The emergence of what late-Foucauldian and Deleuzian critics frame as "control society," they argue, requires a critical lens capable of determining how, as Puar explains, "societies of control tweak and modulate bodies as matter," rather than as humans or subjects. 37 Yet recognizing this, as Puar adds, does not mean wholly abandoning the ethical investments and methodological frameworks that drove ostensibly "human-centered" fields of inquiry based in identity and social location. Though the emergence of control society historically follows that of "disciplinary" society, the latter has not been transcended; it remains not only copresent but deeply imbricated with the former. Hence the form of the "human" remains with us partly as a means of disciplinary dehumanization and regulation, exclusion, and/or marginalization, tactics that, as Puar points out, remain primary vectors of control for "some bodies -we can call them statistical outliers, or those consigned to premature death, or those once formerly considered useless bodies or bodies of excess." 38 The mattering of the body is not, then, inherently a posthuman condition, insofar as humanness and its constitutive parts remain a material as well as ideological force.
For other scholars, the ethical dimension of the nonhuman turn is paramount. Jane Bennett's Vibrant Matter, for instance, posits an expanded political ecology as the effect of closer attention to the vitality and agency of all matter. 39 For Bennett, refusing to acknowledge the vitality of the nonhuman is not only shortsighted but ethically "wrong," and making things right -"highlighting the common materiality of all that is" -will both deflate the overblown human ego and open new possibilities for thought and action. 40 In Meeting the Universe Halfway, Karen Barad argues that an understanding of agency as enacted or "intra-active" rather than the property of any singular subject or object does not obscure but rather heightens human accountability, developing a sense of responsibility that goes far beyond one's individual "acts" to a recognition of one's agential entanglement in "the larger material arrangements of which 'we' are a 'part.' " 41 The ethical dimension of the nonhuman turn also emphasizes the possibilities for anthrodecentric generativity. Barad insists on the importance of "elaborating feminist and queer understandings of world-making where humans and nonhumans and the divide between them are not hard-wired into political analyses." 42 José Esteban Muñoz's conception of the "brown commons" likewise opens a transmaterial space devoted to "a process of thinking, imagining otherwiseness." Deliberately minoritarian, defiantly queer, this "commons of brown people, places, feelings, sounds, animals, minerals, flora and other objects" refutes the form of the individual in favor of "a movement, a flow, an impulse, to move beyond the singular and individualized subjectivities." 43 The critics we have drawn from above, in order to explicate the stakes of anthro-decentric thought as both a lens for critical realism and a mode of queer world-making, all share critical orientations drawn from feminism, critical race studies, disability studies, and elsewhere. They are all set in motion, that is, by particular forms of dissatisfaction with the way things are, often founded on histories of neglect, oppression, or injury. This particularity calls attention to a tension between universalizing and locating impulses in both anthro-decentric and queer thought, a tension that parallels the divergent senses of the reclaimed term queer itself -as primarily a tool of incessant unsettling, restless refusal of all forms of identity, or as an extensible collection or assemblage of overlapping and mutually imbricated forms of gendered, sexual, and other corporealized dissidence. Muñoz's brown commons specifically foregrounds the latter; the "sense of brownness" that bonds the commons is both a history of damage and devaluation and a response thereto, a "smolder[ing] with . . . life and persistence." 44 This emphasis on histories of damage is in keeping with one consistent provocation across the diffuse and multiple body of work that we seek to name, imperfectly, by "queer theory": its emergence as a response to precarity. Queer theories grounded in woman and lesbian of color feminism, for instance, draw on thinkers who observed with Andre Lorde, that their subjects were "never meant to survive." 45 The trajectory of queer theory that locates its origins in critical response to the AIDS pandemic also nec-essarily understands queer survival as far from a given. (Indeed, as Neel Ahuja observes in this volume, early queer-theoretical responses to AIDS, such as Bersani's 1987 essay, prefigure contemporary critical concerns with extinction.) Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick's oft-cited essay "Queer and Now" opens with the assertion "I think that everyone who does gay and lesbian studies is haunted by the suicides of adolescents." 46 Queer theory, then, emerges from an understanding of queer life as precarious life. 47 We are not attempting, in pointing to this history, to reserve queer theory for LGBTQI-identified people or topics. Nor are we insisting that queer theory must always remain "faithful" to its moment of emergence; this, in our view, would hypostasize a living and lively body of thought. Rather, we are marking a specific kind of situation -a desire to persist in the face of precarity -as the primary catalyst for queer thought in general. That situation, moreover, is particularly generative for queer inhumanist thought, since the intensification of precarity in particular contexts tends to push putatively "human" subjects to the critical edge of that category. (It is therefore no accident, we think, that many of the most generative queer critiques of the human have emerged from queer of color critique and transgender studies.) Queer ecology and many other queer engagements with the nonhuman also emerge, in the contemporary context, as a response to precarity, as the effects of climate crisis extend that condition to encompass all of humanity, and numerous other species as well. All life, we might say, is now precarious life. For some, the global nature of the crisis points to a need to return to universalizing frames of thought, producing demands for a species-based response even among thinkers historically suspicious of universality. 48 Similar claims resonate across many areas of thought associated with the nonhuman turn regardless of their conscious alignment with climate questions, as though the post-post-structuralist identity of the turn necessitated an impatience with or outright refusal of particularizing claims. Locatedness and historical specificity, privileged grounds for poststructuralism, are complicated by the adjustments in scale said to be necessary to think beyond the confines of the human.
The inclination to vastness in much of this work -in particular, in speculative realism, object-oriented ontology, and some new materialisms -leads some of its critics to designate it with terms like "the new cultural geology" or "the new infinity." 49 This extrahuman vastness is complemented, Jordana Rosenberg argues, by a hyperbolized attention to smallness, which they name the molecular. For Rosenberg, the ontological fascination with "particulate matter" conflates an effect of power (the aforementioned penetrative operation of power in control society) with a mode of resistance. 50 Drawing on Andrea Smith's scholarship, they suggest that its recent uptake in queer theory reproduces and extends the problems associated with "subjectless critique," which, as Muñoz, David Eng, and J. Jack Halberstam explain, demands a "continuous deconstruction of the tenets of positivism at the heart of identity politics." 51 Subjectless queer critique, in this sense, aligns itself with the aforementioned inflection of "queer" as a tool of incessant unsettling. Yet as Smith points out, this insistence on unsettling may well mask the queer subject's status as a settler subject, as well as enable the covert retention of a normative whiteness. 52 Recent critical attention to matter and materiality, Rosenberg argues, extends Smith's concerns as it installs the molecular as "the pre-eminent 'subjectless subject" of ontologically-oriented theory." 53 Or, we might say, the nonhuman turn revives subjectlessness as humanlessness.
In this light, the palpable resistance by many critical race, feminist, and queer thinkers to posthumanism and/or the nonhuman turn is not the effect of some recalcitrant or retrograde attachment to the human. Rather, it illuminates a concern over the critically and politically limiting effects of much recent critical insistence on the "positive," of calls to turn away from "critique" as such. If posthumanism, as Jackson suggests, fails to examine the locations of its own appeals to universalism, it risks precisely the failures that Césaire identified over half a century ago in a humanism covertly centered on the figure of Western Man. 54 Charges that speculative thought, in particular, has neglected generations' worth of scholarship on gender, race, and sexuality have been partly answered in the recent embrace of feminist and queer theory by object-oriented ontologists. 55 Still, an uneven attention to race and related axes of dehumanization persists in many of these fields of study, as several contributors to this special issue remark. In light of this unevenness, recent appeals by some object-oriented and speculative thinkers to a limited range of queer theorists in order to affirm the fundamental queerness of the nonhuman or the ecological may, ironically, diminish the potential of speculative thought, insofar as the isolation of queerness from other contexts risks a form of queer exceptionalism that is, as Puar shows, uncritically aligned with Western discourses of modernity and progress. 56 Along with evading a certain critical responsibility, the distancing of social justice concerns based around race or gender from thinking about the non-or posthuman (on the basis that these categories reinstall an "anthropocentric" point of view) may well foreclose in advance some of the new formations that the nonhuman turn hopes to uncover. We cannot determine in advance what qualities normally cited as "human" will turn out to have expanded purchase.
For this reason, we are wary of divorcing "queer" thought entirely from located histories of precarity, of reducing "queerness" to simply a movement of thought, or of affirmation or negation. If we accept the framing of the nonhuman turn as a move "beyond" the merely human concerns of identity and alterity, we overlook how the very possibility of making a distinction between human and nonhuman has, historically, been constructed by the kind of actions and processes that we have named dehumanization. Amid the contested valorizations of "new" and "old" materialisms, we must also question whether consensus should or can be found in the very meanings and cosmological stations for that multivariate concept going by the name of "human." In an age of scientific modernity which both hollows out and levels the "human," an anticolonial understanding rejects unthought projections of the temporalized and geopolitical hierarchies that sustain settler and other imperialisms today. A number of critiques have prepared us to be wary of a presumptively universal "human" isolate from which a "beyond" or a "post" is possible, in part because of what is ontologically transcribed into that universal human. 57 Many indigenous thinkers, in particular, show that various indigenous ontologies not only consider many "inanimate" entities to be alive, sentient, and agential, but also to have relational capacity "akin to personhood." The combination of colonial governance, spiritual imperialisms, and dominant ontologies leads to a realm of contestations; an indigenous critique of the biopolitical collapse of individuated humanness on the one hand and personhood on the other could have significantly broader ontological ramifications than the secularized and componential logics of, say, "animal rights." In this view, despite their titular resemblance, we might differentiate the mainstream scientifically based logic of interspecies understanding of Temple Grandin and Catherine Johnson's Animals Make Us Human from the colonial inculcation and peaked awareness of spiritual transformation in Muscogee poet Joy Harjo's How We Became Human, or the solidification of sexual systems in relation to the adjudication of personhood in Mark Rifkin's When Did Indians Become Straight? Kinship, the History of Sexuality, and Native Sovereignty. 58 The task remains, then, how to forge connections between these divergent histories, how to think on more than one scale, how to remain responsive to the continuing historical urgency of particular or located crises at the same time as we face new universal or diffuse ones. We have thus far privileged the term nonhuman despite its distance from our own title, "Queer Inhumanisms." We have not done so out of any affinity for "nonhuman" per se; it presents itself here by virtue of its familiarity, as a common descriptor of the focus of new critical developments. The term is not without its problems, though; it seemingly invites us to choose sides and perhaps to turn, even if polemically or temporarily, away from the human as such. Noreen Giffney and Myra Hird's considered reconfiguration of the term, in contrast, in their groundbreaking 2008 collection Queering the Non/Human, transforms the false binary (human/nonhuman) into an occasion for critical thought. As they point out, "Recognizing the nonhuman in every trace of the Human also means being cognizant of the exclusive and excluding economy of discourses relating to what it means to be, live, act or occupy the category of the Human." 59 The slash through non/human, then, attempts to recollect and foreground the very histories of dehumanization too often overlooked in celebratory posthumanisms. "Inhumanisms," in our view, performs a similar kind of work through its homonymic echo. Resonating against "inhumane," inhuman points to the violence that the category of the human contains within itself. Yet it also carries a sense of generativity -inhuman not simply as category, as a spatial designator or the name of a "kind" of being, but as a process, an unfolding. This latter sense is especially pronounced within DeleuzoGuattarian thought. Jeffrey Cohen and Todd Ramlow contend that the Deleuzian inhuman "opens the body to all kinds of positive possibility, to numerous invitations for reinvention and becoming." 60 Our titular embrace of "inhumanisms" follows the aspiration of becoming-minoritarian, though as the s at its end indicates, it does not necessarily align this aspiration with an embrace or advocacy of Deleuzian method or thought; indeed, the call to become resounds against numerous invocations of queerness as an unfolding, from Anzaldúa to Sedgwick to Muñoz. It might, in fact, have more precisely matched our inclinations had we chosen a-human (as in agnostic to the human as such). In the end, though, we chose inhuman for its dual temporal and historical resonances, since we do not as yet foresee a form of the inhuman that liberates itself entirely from histories and processes of dehumanization, nor one that does not risk falling back into them.
For any field or concentration as yet provisional, there are risks-of omission, of premature foreclosure-in putting forward a selection of essays that demonstrate a common character. We note, for instance, that certain partially overlapping areas are less represented in our dossier and essays: indigenous studies, non-USoriginated authorship, or a diversity of theories of the transnational. Any of these returns us to the ongoing question about the narrowness of queer theory's referents. Our motivation in coordinating this selection, however, has never been coverage, but provocation. We thus open with the most kaleidoscopic, gestural formation, a dossier consisting of eleven compact pieces by writers both familiar and potentially new to GLQ readers, including J. Jack Halberstam, Jinthana Haritaworn, Myra Hird, Zakiyyah Iman Jackson, Eileen Joy, Uri McMillan, Jasbir K. Puar, Susan Stryker, Kim TallBear, and Jami Weinstein. Among them, too, is José Esteban Muñoz, who sent us his first draft not long before his death in early December 2013. Given how deeply generative his work has been for us in conceptualizing this issue, we are grateful to have permission to feature his entry in the form that he sent it. We especially admire his ability to draw new materialist and objectoriented thought away from themselves, to catalyze, despite a predominant lack of attention to race in these fields, a conception of race that is at once materialist and speculative, ecological and active, defiantly minor and joyously collective, and deeply queer.
While we initially requested that our dossier writers relate their current work to the theme of queer inhumanisms, with the idea of giving form to its notional scope, we also asked them to imagine being part of a conversation. Looking around at their scholarly and activist surroundings, some go a step further: they rework, indict, suggest, reflect, or even launch a polemic. Readers will note speculation and celebration, as well as warning and reminder, meticulous critique and sweeping rejoinder. The collective dossier sets the tone for the breadth of ethical and conceptual reaches of a queer inhumanism that challenges that familiar opposition of the "new" and the "old" by jumping into -rather than acceding to -the multiply temporal fray of so many forms of scholarship, activism, and politics.
In the first essay, Tavia Nyong'o puts the lie to posthuman innocence -or the timeless neutrality of the posthuman wild -by inquiring after the mechanics and process of fabulation in the film Beasts of the Southern Wild (dir. Benh Zeitlin; 2012), in which a young girl named Hushpuppy, a "returning" extinct European species, the aurochs, and the "rewilded" site of the Bathtub play prominent roles. 61 Through these figures, Nyong'o traces not only queer relations within the internal politics and narrative of the film but also the relation to actual places that inspired its director, as well as to a fictional-autobiographical play on which it is based. The gendered, racial, and other discrepancies and shifts found among these sites are not, Nyong'o claims, an arbitrary and thus defensibly opaque part of the creative process, but neither should they be resolved as "real" to "fiction" or "original" to "derived." Rather, they can be plumbed as meaningfully equivocating "incompossibles" whose telling flickerings hint that it is a sovereign's invested projections, drawing on "the primitive vitality of a native terrain," that might underlie an otherwise alluring "dream of a rewilded, ecological cinema" that this film represents to so many.
Turning to material craft and what she calls the pedagogical potential of mathematical art projects such as Crochet Coral Reef (a collective fabric art project based on the artists' rendering of nondominant mathematical formulas) to instill "felt" being, Jeanne Vaccaro examines the promise for transgender of the hand-made, validating craft's place in gender while refusing to repeat the analogical collapse that is often made of the two. Instead, Vaccaro focuses on the crafted nature of transgender while rejecting either a closed reading of transgender or the reductive and hostile accusation of mechanistic displacement and obvious seams that might have inspired Susan Stryker to reclaim Frankenstein as a site for her transgender rage. For Vaccaro, it is "feeling" that works to suture the human site of gendered knowing and the inhuman site of reef ecologies: "The handmade is a methodology and its intervention a felt method, a look at the ordering . . . of bodily knowledge."
If Vaccaro poses the handmade as the epistemology of the transgender ordinary, Eunjung Kim begins with ontology: "Can objectification . . . offer a new way to challenge the exclusionary configurations of humanity that create otherness?" Assessing the hidden limits of a disability studies perspective in which human dignity must be affirmed for disabled people, Kim critiques the collusion of the "ethical positioning of proximity to humanness" and ability-based criteria for human being and worth. Instead, in her reading of the 2006 Korean film I'm a Cyborg, but That's OK, Kim examines the potential of nondegraded, expanded objecthood, wherein the objectness of a female factory worker -Donna Haraway's cyborg exemplar -is literalized and augmented, and she deploys that objecthood for survival and mutual benefit. Kim's objected-subjects thus unbecome human, loosening the violent holds between value, humanness, agency, ability, and life. In the process, the dehumanization that might be attributed to life in the factories is defamiliarized, though not denied.
To further plumb the ironies of the inhuman, Jayna Brown's essay examines ramifications of the biologization of human matter in which "not all bodies are scientized in the same way." Cancer patient Henrietta Lacks's unusually resilient, queerly reproductive cancer cells were turned into a billion-dollar cell line. Not forgetting the double irony -the nonirony, that is -of the strange vitality attributed to "black" life and of its use as raw material, Brown nevertheless wishes to separate understandings of the plasticity of life, in which the behavior of cells can surprise and confound us, from its common partner, eugenics. A close look at the thinking of H. G. Wells and Julian Huxley reveals complex racialization, colonialist fantasy, and imperial interest couching narratives of tissue, cell, and, ultimately, the human. And yet "we" -black, queer, and disabled people -"are less ethically bound to honor the boundaries of a bodily sovereignty never granted to us." And this, despite the lack of any appreciable economic return to Lacks's family until recently, motivates Brown's invitation to consider even Lacks's cells as more than either the scientific boon or the site of racial deprivation that they have been understood to be; they are also plasticity's victorious exemplar. Like Brown, Harlan Weaver notes that nonhuman scenes are not absent of racial history. His essay on pit bull intimacies is careful to mark homonormative whiteness's "engulfment" of race-analogical logics in queer liberal (and nonqueer) advocacy for pit bulls. Thinking microcosmically and with intra-action, Weaver examines the potential of a generous form of intimacy not bound to stable kinship and permitting of cross-species encounters, one that he calls "intimacy without relatedness." As he writes, in the animal shelter, "momentary, fleeting contacts described in touches, tastes, movements, and shared rhythms I describe are promisingly, improperly, and queerly inhuman." Weaver asks whether the potential of this queer inhumanism must necessarily be extinguished by the political closures around race analogy, homonormativity, and class in pit bull politics. He answers tentatively: perhaps not, provided that the theory and practice of the thick complexities of interspecies worlds he describes be equally invested in navigating such troubled histories.
The intimate interspecies scene that animates Neel Ahuja's essay aims less at the microcosmic (even though one of his participants is the mosquito) and more at the mutual entanglement of human and mosquito species in a setting of climate change, whose mobile constitutions render species natures partial and historicizable, rather than timeless. Observing that the climate crisis "presses queer theory for a planetary account of reproduction" in a way that troubles any queer posture against reproduction, Ahuja further argues that such a planetary account cannot ignore the all-too-tempting "xenophobic rendering of the environmental parasite." Taking the human as assemblage, and arguing for a dissolution of Manichaean accounts of the (mosquito) parasite/host pair in view of the human settler's own parasitic nature, Ahuja produces a queer inhumanism of both "interspecies entanglement and reproductive displacement." Our final essay, by Karen Barad, emphasizes in its very form the conceptual experiment that queer inhumanism represents, given that that concept is both multiply produced within the pages of this issue, and a long way, if ever, from settling. Unsettling, in fact, is characteristic of Barad's revisionary approach to matter, given that it is so often imagined as stable, solid, contiguous. Serving as the bookend, in this issue, to both Nyong'o's retreat from the stabilization of reality versus fiction as a mode of analysis and his engagement with Hushpuppy's irresolvably conflicted "virtualization," Barad's experiment here is to take up, with marked enthusiasm, imagination as a partner to materiality, thereby releasing investments on originary fabrics and predictable developmental temporalities. Narrating the role of electricity in the formation of an embryo, Barad points to "material imaginings, electrical flirtations signaling connections-to-come," unsutured to what seems to emerge concretely. The virtual, then, for Barad, is an ontologically indeterminate ubiquity, a "dance of indeterminacy." This makes matter itself -in its own restless self-engagement and in its substantive nothingness -more a question of the transmaterial. Turning toward trans*'s to meditate on its human locus, Barad wonders: "Can we (re)generate that which was missing in fleshiness but materially present in virtuality?" Inspired by dossier participant Susan Stryker's "Trans gender Rage: My Words to Victor Frankenstein," Barad insists that a denaturalization of nature -and its own "transembodiment" -leads auspiciously to the undoing of universality, the very universality that couches the human and its effects.
There is something about both the provocative disparities among the pieces in this volume and the queer inhuman itself that suggests unpredictability. Though we might say that there is a growing conviction about likely and actual disasters (reproductive and otherwise) that calls up crisis thinking, this conviction seems couched in a larger, ranging sense of wonderment vis-à-vis rapid changes of scale in climate discourse. These affective frictions, we feel, are also the queer inhuman. They find affinity with Muñoz's gesture toward an unknowable yet resolutely accessible utopia, aligned more with horizon and imagination than with ideological closure. Returning to Laura Aguilar's Grounded #114, the photograph's distal enmeshment of body and stone, stone and body, the ensuing tenuousness of categorization in the face of ontological relativity, the drag and cause of a world-weary set of human denigrations, and the erotic pull to a future that we cannot witness, lead us to speculate that one consequence of Muñoz's utopian gesture might be the possibility, for us humans, of approaching the outer reaches of inhuman identification, from a place -humanity -we know too well and then not at all.
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1. As scholars in disability studies have shown, what body parts are deemed present, missing, essential plays a critical part in the calculus of reading images. For a disability-theoretical meditation on the supposedly "incomplete" statue of Venus de Milo, see Lennard Davis, "Visualizing the Disabled Body: The Classical Nude and the Fragmented Torso," in Enforcing Normalcy: Disability, Deafness, and the Body (London: Verso, 1995). Davis observes the paradox whereby one woman's disability renders her repugnant in the eyes of others, while a clearly disabled ("armless" and "variously mutilated" ) woman's body in the form of Venus de Milo is considered an
